Announcement of Nominees and Recipients

Congratulations to the following students, organizations, faculty and staff, who have been recognized for their leadership and service! Mark your calendar: award recipients and nominees will be celebrated at IN THE SPOTLIGHT on April 16, 2015, at 4 pm at the Arts Annex. The event is open to the Duke community.

BETSY ALDEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE-LEARNING AWARDS
RECIPIENTS:
Trish Ike
Laxmi Rajak

NOMINATEES:
Jamie Bergstrom
Emma DeVries
Trish Ike
Rosie Now стоимости
Anthony Olawo
Laxmi Rajak
Lauren Taylor

BALDWIN SCHOLARS
UNSUNG HEROINE AWARD RECIPIENT:
Dr. Suzanne Shanahan

NOMINATEES:
Jessica Alvarez
Hope Arcuri
Zeena Bhakta
Noorhan Elsayed
Jaclyn Grace
Farzain Rahman
Dr. Suzanne Shanahan
Gloria Tomlinson

LARS LYON
VOLUNTEER SERVICE AWARD RECIPIENT:
Ileana Astorga

NOMINATEES:
Ileana Astorga
Jenifer Garand
Quinn Holmes
Quang Nguyen
Alice Reed
Corey Vernot

STUDENT ORG LINE-UP RECIPIENTS:
Headliner
Black Student Alliance
Environmental Alliance
Muslim Student Association

UP & COMERS
Black Women’s Association
Blue Devils United
Camp Kesem of North Carolina
Duke International Relations Association
International Association Le Bump
Sigma Gamma Rho Students of the Caribbean Association

STAR ADVISOR AWARD RECIPIENTS:
J’nai Adams
Mehdi Emanman
Alic Greenwald
Kearsley Stewart

NOMINATEES:
J’nai Adams
Tearria Beck-Scott
LB Berge
Joan Clifford
Liz Cohen
Leslie Digby
Mehdi Elmanam
Courtney Fauntleroy
Peter Feaver
Alic Greenwald
Deonna Hatley
Debbie Lo Bianco
Sean Palmer
John Rawls
Kathy Shipp

Allison Shumar
Kearsley Stewart
Adam Tomasiello
Xiao-Fan Wang
Marianne Wardle
Jerrica Washington
Kristin Wright
Bin Yin

JULIE ANNE LEVEY MEMORIAL LEADERSHIP AWARD RECIPIENTS:
Luke Duchi
Mishler Ramamurthy
Priya Sarkar
Amir Williams

NOMINATEES:
Drake Breeding
Luke Duchi
Kimberly Eddleman
Chinmay Pandit
Aishwarya Ramamurthy
Riley Pearson
Priya Sarkar
Sarah Turner
Shadam Uddin
Moses Wayne
Amir Williams

ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD RECIPIENT:
Rasheed Alhadi

NOMINATEES:
Rasheed Alhadi
Elisia Emi
Emily Du
Leena El-Sadek
Thomas Fitzpatrick
Lucas Metropolis
Simardip Nagy
Bailey Sinco

CLASS OF 2018 AWARDS RECIPIENTS:
Advocacy Award
Tionne Barner
Olivio Bowles
Taylor Jones
Chandler Phillips
Innovation Award
Canyon Dell’Omo
Raul Buelvas Award
Andrea Lin
Service Award
Michaela Stith
Spirit Award
Jonathan Osei

WILLIAM J. GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DUKE COMMUNITY RECIPIENTS:
Jonathan Hill-Rorie
Jennifer Moreno
Lauren Reuter

NO MINATEES:
Elisa Berson
Jaclyn Grace
Jonathan Hill Rorie
Tiffany Liu
Jennifer Moreno
Lauren Reuter
David Robertson

Outstanding Contributions to the Durham and Local Community RECIPIENTS:
Catherine Blebea
Cecilia Mercer

RESPECT FOR COMMUNITY RECIPIENT:
Lizette Dos Santos

WOMC IMPACT AWARD RECIPIENT:
Duke Support

For more details, visit http://studentaffairs.duke.edu/ucae/leadership/leadership-service-awards/